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Abstract. The concordance view is one of the main functions of a corpus query
system. Usually, it is displayed in the “Key Word(s) In Context” (KWIC) format.
It is a table that contains a keyword (or keywords) in its middle column and the
left and right context - words that girdle the keyword - in the other two columns.
The concordance view enables corpus users to see all possible occurrences of the
keyword easily.
Other important task for corpus query system is to deal with as many languages as
possible. Documents in corpora can also be bilingual or multilingual, e.g. many
documents in any language contain English expressions. By handling languages
with right-to-left script, e.g. Arabic or Persian, these bilingual documents are
usually bidirectional. Since the data is stored in logical order, there is a problem
how to display the correct word order in the concordance view. The current corpus
query systems can not handle this task well.
In the paper, we describe the problem of displaying bidirectional texts in the
word concordance view and introduce a system that can handle these texts. A
few examples of English word sequences in a corpus of Persian are given. We
describe display algorithms and corpus input file modifications needed to achieve
the correct word order in the concordance view. We also discuss some related
problems, e.g. working with neutral characters (like punctuation or numbers) and
the recognition of the left-to-right (right-to-left) text boundaries.

1 Introduction
At the present time, large text corpora form an important source of liguistic information.
They are used for a wide variety of tasks, e.g. language learning and teaching, testing of
automatic text processing tools, discovering of real words behaviour and many more lingustic research purposes. As the corpus linguistics becomes popular in many countries,
the large text corpora are available for more and more languages. A corpus containing
two or more languages together is also no exception.
Corpus query systems (or corpus managers) are programs that enable people to
work comfortably with large data in text corpora. One of their basic functions is called
KWIC (Key Word(s) In Context) view. The KWIC format displays search query result
(the keywords) within its close context, one occurence per line, so that it enables users
to see all occurences of the keywords in a simple table structure (see Figure 1).
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The claims on corpus query systems are growing up, according to the number of
languages that can occur in the corpora and to the number of users working with these
resources. Nowadays, corpus managers have to deal with many different language phenomena, such as different scripts (English vs. Arabic), tokenization or encodings. At
Masaryk University, a corpus manager Manatee/Bonito [1] have been developed, that
is able to perform wide variety of tasks including e.g. handling of different scripts or
computing word sketches, thesaurus and many more statistical characteristics.
In this paper, we describe a problem of handling texts containing two languages with
different scripts, especially in context of displaying these texts in the KWIC format. We
will introduce our solution used to display correct word order in these bidirectional
texts and we will also discuss some related problems that we had to deal with during
the implementation.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the KWIC view in the Manatee/Bonito system

2 The Problem of Displaying Bidirectional Texts
By building a web corpus of Persian, we found out that the resulting text often contains
sequences of English words. This fact was not caused by a flaw in data preprocessing,
the English sequences were full-value parts of the text (see Figure 2).
Since Persian uses Arabic script, this is a typical example of a bidirectional text.
Because words in corpus input files are stored in logical order, we realized very soon
that there is a problem how to display the data in KWIC format.
We are using UTF-8 [2] encoding for non-Latin script corpora, UTF-8 is a part of the
Unicode standard [3] which provides generic encoding for all known characters. The
Unicode standard also defines character properties like ‘Latin capital letter’, ‘Arabic
letter’ etc., and the bidirectional algorithm [4] for displaying the right word order of a
bidirectional text. This algorithm cannot be used directly if a text is divided into several
parts.
For KWIC view, the displayed text is divided into 3 groups: the keyword(s), its left
context and its right context. When KWIC is displayed without modifications, the word
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Fig. 2. Examples of English word sequences in Persian web corpus

order is incorrect, as shown in the Figure 3. The reason of this behaviour is the fact
that the groups boundaries are defined on the level of logical word order. For displaying
the correct word order in the KWIC view, we have to re-arrange the words among the 3
groups, as illustrated in the Figure 4. In the next sections, we describe how to implement
this re-arranging to achieve the correct word order display.

Fig. 3. Incorrect word order in KWIC view of bidirectional texts ...

3 Corpus Input File Modifications
As a first step, we needed to distinguish word sequences in standard corpus script from
sequences with the opposite text direction. This task was implemented on the level of
corpus input file.
In our system, the corpus input file is in so-called vertical text format. It is a text file
formatted one token per line (each line can also contain additional information about
relevant token, such as lemma, tag, etc.) enriched by XML-like tagging.
Into this vertical file, we placed additional tags that represented boundaries between
different text directions. In case of Persian web corpus, we named these tags as “<ltr>”
that stands for “left to right” since default Persian text has the opposite direction. The
vertical file modification is illustrated in the Figure 5.
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Fig. 4. ... and illustration of its re-arranging

By placing the “<ltr>” tags into vertical file automatically, we encountered several
complications, described in the Section 5. However, they were satisfactorily resolved
so that we could further work with a ”<ltr>-tagged” vetical file as described above.

4 Display Algorithms
Users use a regular web browser to display a concordance, so a web browser is used
to display concordance text snippets. Web browsers have implemented the above mentioned bidirectional algorithm and it works correctly for whole sentences. The only
remaining task for the Sketch Engine is to provide the right logical word order of each
part of a concordance line and to annotate the right-to-left direction of text in respective
text areas.
The algorithm works with three lists of tokens (words), one for each group defined in
section 2: keywords, left-context, right-context. The word reordering is done in several
steps.
1. if keywords doesn’t contain left-to-right (Latin) characters, no reordering is needed
and only swapping of left-context and right-context is done
2. find a sequence of left-to-right (Latin) tokens from the end of left-context and strip
it off from left-context
3. find a sequence of left-to-right (Latin) tokens from the beginning of right-context
and strip it off from right-context
4. move stripped sequences to the opposite side (beginning or end) of the opposite
context.

5 Related Problems
As mentioned in the Section 3, we encountered several complications by placing the
“<ltr>” tags into vertical file automatically. The main problem was in neutral charac-
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Fig. 5. A part of the vertical file before and after “<ltr>” tags addition
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ters handling, i.e. deciding whether the neutral word (consisting of neutral characters)
belongs to the left-to-right part of the text or not. The most frequent (and most problematic) neutral characters were digits and punctuations.
We solved this problem by a set of heuristic rules, that showed to be sufficient
for a good <ltr>-tagging of the corpus. Firstly, all words were tagged according to
characters they contained, neutral words were marked according to the major (default)
corpus script. Secondly, a set of modification rules was applied. The rules are quite
simple and look similar to the following two examples:
– if a group of neutral words lies directly between two <ltr> sections
then mark these neutral words as <ltr> and join the two sections into one
– if the left bracket (“(”, “[”, ...) lies directly in front of <ltr> section
then mark it as <ltr> and join it with the adjacent section

6 Conclusions and Future Directions
In the paper, we have described the problem of displaying bidirectional texts in KWIC
format that is used by corpus query systems to provide comfortable work with a huge
amount of text data. We have introduced a technique used to achieve correct word order display in these texts. We have discussed the corpus file modifications and display
algorithms as well as problems related to the implementation. The described procedures were practically implemented within the scope of the corpus query system Manatee/Bonito.
In the future development, we want to continue in enhancing multilingual features
of our system. We believe that the “language flexibility” of such a system should grow
up according to the variety of users needs.
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